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ABSTRACT
Inspiration from design examples plays a crucial role in the cre-
ative process of user interface design. However, current tools and
techniques that support inspiration usually only focus on example
browsing with limited user control or similarity-based example
retrieval, leading to undesirable design outcomes such as focus drift
and design fixation. To address these issues, we propose the GAN-
Spiration approach that suggests design examples for both targeted
and serendipitous inspiration, leveraging a style-based Generative
Adversarial Network. A quantitative evaluation revealed that the
outputs of GANSpiration-based example suggestion approaches
are relevant to the input design, and at the same time include di-
verse instances. A user study with professional UI/UX practitioners
showed that the examples suggested by our approach serve as vi-
able sources of inspiration for overall design concepts and specific
design elements. Overall, our work paves the road of using ad-
vanced generative machine learning techniques in supporting the
creative design practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
User interface designers take on daily challenges in creating effec-
tive, usable, and innovative design work. Inspiration from existing
design examples plays an essential role in this creative process [12].
Previous studies have observed that designers often actively seek,
combine, and transform design examples to draw an analogy from
existing full-fledged designs embedded with similar yet provocative
ideas [16].

Current tools that support this inspirational activity usually fall
into one of the two categories. First, the proliferating design gallery
platforms, such as Dribbble [10] and Behance [1] support a bottom-
up, serendipitous inspirational process where the designer examines
a collection of designs, seemingly without a goal, in order to find
“interesting” examples helpful to their work. Second, some recent
work proposed design inspirational tools focused on suggesting
examples based on certain types of design input (e.g. in the form
of a sketch or an existing design), usually leveraging algorithms
to determine image similarity [2, 23, 27, 30]; this represents a top-
down, targeted process where the designer has a concrete idea in
mind and seeks examples that implemented the idea.

While providing important inspirational support, both types
of approaches have limitations. Our preliminary interaction with
designers reveals that seeking inspiration from the design galleries
can sometimes be an overwhelming experience and result in “design
drift” (i.e. shifted design ideas from the original focus). On the
other hand, over-exposure to examples with similar styles might
cause design fixation (i.e. “a blind adherence to a set of ideas or
concepts” [19]) that hinders the novelty of the design work [16, 24].

To address the limitations of existing design supporting tools,
we attempt to seek a balance between targeted and serendipitous
inspirations in this work. Particularly, we propose GANSpiration, a
set of approaches that use a style-based generative adversarial net-
work (StyleGAN), trained with a large dataset of existing interface
designs, to generate a diverse and yet focused set of examples based
on a preliminary design input. StyleGAN is built on the Generative
adversarial network (GAN), a machine learning framework that
is comprised of two neural networks trained jointly (i.e. a genera-
tive network and a discriminative network) [13]. The generative
network in StyleGAN, in particular, takes “style inputs” at differ-
ent stages during the process of image synthesis, controlling the
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style of the generated images at different levels of granularity and
details [20].

GANSpiration-based approaches leverage the StyleGAN tech-
nique to perform style transfer and generate new design artifacts
based on existing design artifacts and, therefore, provide a targeted
and serendipitous inspiration for user interface designers. These
approaches take a preliminary user interface design as input, merge
the input image with a random set of existing designs using Style-
GAN, and output representative examples that are either directly
synthesized or from real UI screenshots that resemble the synthe-
sized examples. During the style merge, the GANSpiration-based
approaches alter the layout and/or the details of the original input,
leveraging StyleGAN’s architecture. Note that although user inter-
face design artifacts can be represented in many formats (e.g., a
tree of UI components [34]), we considered the UI screenshot im-
ages in our approach since they are one of the most frequent types
of inspirational sources used by the designers. When investigat-
ing and evaluating GANSpiration, we pose the following research
questions:
RQ1: How do GANSpiration-based approaches compare with ran-

dom examples and similarity-based examples in quantitative
metrics indicating the ability of inspiration support?

RQ2: How do UI/UX practitioners perceive the output of GAN-
Spiration-based approaches in comparison to random exam-
ples and similarity-based examples?

To answer these questions, we first developed our approach
which extends the StyleGAN architecture trained on a large-scale
dataset including 58,040 screenshots of Android applications. We
then proposed two quantitative measurements for evaluating the
ability of inspiration support of a set of UI images: (1) similarity
of the images to the input image and (2) diversity of the set of UI
images. We found that the GANSpiration-based methods provide
muchmore diverse design examples than a similarity-basedmethod,
and at the same time they provide more similar examples to the
input image than a random example selection approach, indicating a
balance between diversity and relevance. Through a user study with
five professional UI/UX practitioners, we found that the participants
perceived the GANSpiration-based methods as a viable way to gain
inspiration to modify a UI design. Overall, our work contributes a
novel and promising approach in which a style-based generative
machine learning technique is applied in the context of inspiration
and creativity support in user interface design. We believe that the
ideas presented in our approach will encourage and influence more
research efforts towards the pragmatic use of generative machine
learning models in the creative, yet constraint, design tasks.

2 RELATEDWORK AND BACKGROUND
Our work is most closely related to previous studies that focused on
(1) design inspiration, (2) techniques for managing design artifacts,
and (3) generative machine learning models and StyleGAN in par-
ticular. We briefly review each group of literature in the following
sections.

2.1 Design Inspiration
Thrash et al. [31, 32] were among the first who empirically studied
inspiration as a psychological construct. They have identified that

human inspiration is categorized by motivation (i.e. goal-oriented
self-initiation), evocation (i.e. an impulsive reaction to stimuli), and
transcendence (i.e. feeling of gaining superior ideas that are “more
elegant or novel than those generated willfully”).

The problem of inspiration has been then investigated in a wide
design community, beyond user interaction design. These previous
studies were mostly conducted from the perspectives of how de-
signers get access to and use existing design artifacts. For example,
focusing on knitwear design, Eckert and Stacey [11] have identi-
fied that designers used a wide variety of sources of inspiration,
including artifacts with intriguing shapes, patterns, and colours, as
well as their own previous design, to not only concretize the oth-
erwise abstract design ideas, but also to create “shortcuts” to help
them recall and communicate using these visuospatial “chunks;” i.e.
inspirational sources served as “a language of design.”

In the HCI community, researchers have explored ways how
industrial and user interaction designers get inspired by existing
design artifacts. For example, Bonnardel [5] has identified that, in
the context of product design, “the emergence of new ideas results
from analogy-making.” From an in-depth interview study with
web, graphic, and product designers, Herring et al. [16] identified
the common approaches they used and the challenges they faced
when retrieve, store, and disseminate design examples. Based on
a glossary of design ideation methods, Gonçalves et al. [12] have
also conducted a survey with students and professional industrial
designers to understand their sources and methods of inspiration.
They found that, comparing to students, professional industrial
designers adopted a wider variety of inspirational approaches.

The literature has also identified several problems and issues
about the common inspirational methods. Notably, many studies
have pointed to the fact that over-exposure to a homogeneous
set of design examples may result in “design fixation,” which will
limit the inspirational power of the examples and result in less
creative ideas [16, 19, 24]. Particularly, Marsh et al. [24] identified
that exposing to a greater number of examples that share common
critical characteristics would increase the fixation issue. The timing
of the example exposure can affect the quantity and quality of ideas
as well. For example, Siangliulue et al. [28] found that receiving
examples when their participants seemed to have run out of ideas
have allowed the participants to produce a larger number of ideas,
whereas explicitly requesting examples when needed have allowed
the participants to produce more novel ideas. In this study, we build
on this body of literature to investigate techniques for supporting
effective inspiration in user interface design, while avoiding design
fixation.

2.2 Managing UI Design Artifacts
While abundant recent work focused on extracting UI elements,
including their hierarchical design information, from design arti-
facts such as mockups (e.g. [3, 7, 8, 25, 30, 35]), they are not directly
related to the objective of providing inspirational design examples.
So we omit the detailed review of this body of literature here. In
this section, we focus on reviewing related work that investigates
the management of UI design artifacts for the purpose of design
inspiration.
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Towards this direction, some previous studies have focused on
techniques that retrieve UI design examples based on an input UI
screenshot. For example, Lee et al. [23] have proposed an “Adap-
tive Ideas” web design tool, which allows users to view examples
similar to their current design work. In their tool, the users could
control the dimensions (including background color, primary font,
number of columns, and visual density) used to compare design
similarities. Similarly, Behrang et al. [2] proposed a technique that
combined keyword search and image-based search to retrieve apps
(along with their code) with similar screenshots as an input design.
Hashimoto et al. [14] have also introduced a technique that aims
to help inexperienced designers retrieve similar design examples
based on an input in the form of sketch or wireframe. Ritchie et
al. [27] have proposed a design exploration tool that allows its
users to query design examples by descriptive text including color
keywords or style terms; the tool can also search by style similarity.

The recent development of deep neural networks has enabled
more powerful techniques for similarity-based design example re-
trieval. For example, Huang et al. [18] introduced Swire, a sketch-
based neural network-driven technique for retrieving user inter-
face designs. The core component of Swire is a deep convolutional
neural network (CNN) [22] that calculates the “embedding” (i.e. a
numerical representation) of a design artifact (e.g. a sketch or a
screenshot). Once trained, Swire could retrieve UI design artifacts
that are similar to an input sketch or screenshot. More recently,
Bunian et al. [6] proposed VINS to retrieve the most structurally
similar UI screenshots to the input using object detection models
to identify the UI components of the UI screenshots or wireframes.
Based on the components and their layout, an image retrieval model
helps to find similar UI screenshots in the reference dataset.

Notably, most previous studies relied on similarity when retriev-
ing design artifacts, which can result in design fixation and may
hinder the creative design process. Our study addresses this issue
by focusing on a style-based generative approach that balances the
targeted and serendipitous aspects of design artifact retrieval for
inspiration.

2.3 StyleGAN and its Application on UI Design
StyleGAN, or Style-Based Generative Adversarial Network [20],
extends the traditional GAN [13] architecture on a style-based gen-
eratormodel inspired by the style transfer literature. GANs typically
include two machine learning models that are trained at the same
time: a generator trained to synthesize data points (e.g., images)
that resemble those in the original dataset and a discriminator that
learns to classify if an input image is synthesized by the generator.
Once trained, the generator can be used to synthesize images from
an input vector in the latent space. Based on the GAN architec-
ture, StyleGAN proposes a style-based generator that focuses on
explicitly transferring ‘styles’ on an image at different resolution
levels during the synthesis process. This results in a synthesized
image with one input vector, or “latent code”, dominating its overall
features and the other latent code contributing mostly to the details
of the image [20].

While GAN and StyleGAN have obtained great attention given
their capacity for generating high-resolution and realistic-looking
images, their application for UI design is still in its infancy. The only

previous work that used generative models for providing UI exam-
ples is a very recent study done by Zhao et. al. [37]. They developed
a technique to generate UI structures and reused UI components
collected from existing mobile apps to fill in the generated structure
in order to create UI examples. Their study only focused on the
quality of the generated UIs, in terms of metrics such as color har-
mony and structure rationality. Additionally, their evaluation was
not done with professional designers who are familiar with real-life
design practices. Instead, we aim to understand the ability of the
generative models in providing inspirational design support. Our
techniques also address style-based design transformation, which
is not explored in the literature.

StyleGAN has been improved since its publication. While our
work is based on the original StyleGAN work, we expect the perfor-
mance of our approach can be enhanced by using more advanced
generative models, such as StyleGAN2 [21]. Our contribution, how-
ever, is not on using the most recent models, but instead on il-
lustrating the potential of applying this line of work for a novel
but important problem, i.e., generating design examples with high
diversity and relevance for effective inspiration.

3 GANSPIRATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The interaction between the designer and GANSpiration is initi-
ated when the designer has a preliminary design artifact (e.g., a
UI mockup image) at hand, related to their design task. The de-
signer sends this image as an input to GANSpiration, which will
first be encoded into a latent code (i.e., a high-dimension vector
in the latent space). This latent code is then merged with other
latent codes, either randomly generated or obtained from other UI
images, to synthesize a unique set of new example images. From
this set, the system selects the most representative example images
and displays them to the designer. The designer can also configure
GANSpiration to return the real UI screenshots from the database
that are the closest to the generated results. As such, the GANSpi-
ration architecture is primarily comprised of three components to
achieve its key functionality: (1) a latent code search component,
(2) a new examples synthesizer, and (3) a representative examples
selection component. The overall architecture is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Below, we first describe each component in detail. Then we
describe the process used to train the StyleGAN that supports these
components.

3.1 Component 1: Latent Code Search
StyleGAN relies on a condensed representation of images called
latent codes, i.e., high dimensional vectors (512 dimensions in our
case), to perform image synthesis. The input images of GANSpira-
tion, therefore, need to be first encoded from their original format to
the latent space that corresponds to a trained StyleGANmodel. This
is done through Latent Code Search, which is built upon the work
of StyleGAN-Encoder [26]. This component searches the optimal
latent code of an input image through a gradient descent update
based on the difference between the synthesized image and the
input image evaluated using a perceptual model [36]. The latent
code obtained is then returned to represent the input image.
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Figure 1: Overview of GANSpiration. GANSpiration takes a preliminary design image as input then transforms it into a latent
code. The style of the original input is thenmergedwith a set of target latent codes to synthesize newexamples. Image encoding
and clustering methods are then used to find the representative examples as output. While not illustrated in this diagram, the
output of the synthesized examples can be additionally used to search real UI screenshots for inspiration.

3.2 Component 2: New Examples Synthesizer
New Examples Synthesizer merges the style of the input image as
source with a set of target images or latent codes to produce a new
set of examples. In this process, the source image latent code is
obtained from the previous step, while the target latent codes can be
any vectors from the latent space depending on the configuration
of GANSpiration. For example, it can use the latent codes obtained
from a set of existing target images or latent codes that are directly
sampled from the latent space.

We set StyleGAN to include eight levels of image resolutions
during the synthesis process [20]; each resolution level is comprised
of two style input locations into which we feed the source and target
latent codes. GANSpiration merges images by replacing the latent
code of the source image for certain style input location(s) with
the target latent code. We iterate all the consecutive style input
locations, resulting in 136 images generated for each pair of source
and target inputs. This set of output covers all possible granularity
levels of influence of the target image (i.e., from the structural level
to the detail level) on the source image.

3.3 Component 3: Representative Examples
Selection

In the previous step, we synthesized a large number of new exam-
ples for each source-target pair, which can be overwhelming for the
designers to examine. Moreover, since our style merging process
is very fine-grained, it also introduces redundancies in the set of
synthesized examples. In this component, we apply a clustering
method to pick a smaller sample of representative images from
the set of generated images. In particular, we adopt the DBSCAN

method [4] (with threshold 𝜖 as 0.9) to cluster the images through
perceptual similarity [36] calculated between any two images from
the synthesized example set. Within each cluster, we selected the
image that the discriminator of the trained StyleGAN considered as
the closest to the real UI screenshot as the representative example.
The output of this component is a collection of synthesized images
that are sufficiently different from each other and contain either
coarse or detailed design aspects of the input image.

3.4 Training StyleGAN for GANSpiration
To use the capacity of StyleGAN in the context of UI design, we
need to retrain the StyleGAN model with a dataset of user interface
design artifacts. In this section, we describe the dataset we used and
our training process of StyleGAN for GANSpiration. The trained
StyleGAN model was then used in the components described above.

3.4.1 Dataset. We used the Rico dataset [9] for StyleGAN training.
It contains 66,261 unique UI screenshots of Android apps and serves
as one of the largest repositories of mobile app designs to date. The
dataset includes a diverse set of UI screenshots with varied com-
plexity that contains various types of UI components. In order to
obtain a high-quality dataset for inspiration purposes, we removed
UI screenshots that have only one or two unique component labels
from the Rico dataset. This is because we found in a manual in-
spection that the UIs with less than three unique component types
usually do not contain enough interaction elements to support in-
spiration or benefit from our approach. They also often introduce
unnecessary visual complexity that only exists in singular instances
(e.g., a splash screen, video screenshot, advertisement, or full-screen
image, see Figure 2) that affects the training performance; in other
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Figure 2: Samples of UI screenshots removed because they only have one or two unique component types. Most of the screen-
shots in this category contain splash screen, video screenshot, full-screen image, and web view in their design, adding unnec-
essary visual complexity.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the number of unique compo-
nent labels in the UI screenshots in our dataset.

words, these instances make it difficult for StyleGAN to generate
similar components and even if generated, the visual presentation
of those components are too uncommon to be useful for inspiration.
We used the UI view hierarchy data in the Rico dataset to calculate
the number of unique component types in each screenshot. In total,
we removed 8,221 images that had only one or two unique com-
ponent types, resulting in 58,040 images in the dataset. Figure 3
shows the distribution of the number of unique component labels
in the UI screenshots in the dataset. We then resized each image
into 1024 × 1024 for the training purpose.

3.4.2 Training process. We built upon the official TensorFlow im-
plementation of StyleGAN1 and used our preprocessed dataset to
train the model. While we did not perform a formal hyperparameter
search, we explored a few changes of hyperparameters reported in
Karras et al. [20], including the initial learning rates of the generator
and the discriminator, the number of times the discriminator was
trained per generator iteration, and the number of minibatches to
run before adjusting the training parameters. We eventually used
the following hyperparameters because they achieved the best per-
formance according to the Fréchet inception distance (FID) [17] in
our exploration: for both the generator and the discriminator, the
learning rate was set to 0.0015 for resolution levels equal or less
than 128×128, 0.002 for resolution levels 256×256 and 512×512,
and 0.003 for 1024 × 1024; the discriminator was trained at the
1https://github.com/NVlabs/stylegan

same frequency as the generator; and training parameters were
adjusted after every four minibatches. Additionally, mirror data
augmentation used in the original StyleGAN work was not enabled
during training due to the unsymmetrical nature of UI images. We
used a server that contained four NVidia V100SXM2 GPUs to train
the model. Training terminates when the FID value increases (i.e.,
the generation quality deteriorates) for three consecutive iterations.
The entire training process lasted 162 hours. The best performance
measured with FID was achieved at 42.91. Although this perfor-
mance is not ideal compared to the typical face generation tasks,
we found that the generated images can already represent certain
layout features and visual details that can help design inspiration.
This difference in performance may due to the extraordinary com-
plexity and diversity of screenshots of UI design. It is worth noting
that our focus and contribution in this paper are not to achieve a
higher performance in the generative model. Instead, we focus on
evaluating the potential of this line of techniques for supporting the
challenging task of design inspiration, even with less-than-perfect
image generation.

4 SAMPLE USAGE SCENARIO
The main purpose of GANSpiration-based approaches is to inspire
designers with a set of UI design examples that are diverse enough to
help avoid design fixation, while relevant to the designer’s work at
hand. To illustrate the design process with and without the support
of GANSpiration, we describe a sample usage scenario from a UI
designer’s perspective. This usage scenario is created based on our
informal discussion with several designers and is used to guide the
design of our evaluation studies.

Daphne worked as a UI/UX designer for six years at a large
company. She was recently positioned to lead the design of a re-
vamped version of the company’s main product. Before Daphne
adopted the GANSpiration-based tool, she used to rely on two main
ways to draw inspiration and reference from other systems and de-
sign examples during the ideation phase (sometimes with the users
and/or the development team). First, Daphne frequently visited her
favorite design gallery platforms, Dribbble [10] and Behance [1],
either searching for examples for a certain type of functions and
components or simply fumbling through the galleries until ideas
hit her. These galleries contain collections of screenshots of design
examples in various application domains, with drastically different
design styles. So, although she felt that they are useful to help her
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think out of the box, she sometimes found those examples distract-
ing and the whole process ineffective. Second, Daphne also had
access to a similarity-based design example retrieval tool that her
company procured. This tool would provide her with a collection of
UI design screenshots that looks similar to a preliminary mockup
that she created. She found this tool particularly useful in helping
her to be focused on the design elements presented in her mockups.
However, the design examples suggested by the tool often look very
similar. As a result, Daphne often found herself stuck in a certain
way that a UI is ‘supposed’ to look like and lost her creative power.

Daphne found the GANSpiration-based tool achieving a good
balance between the two inspirational approaches she used before.
At the beginning of the design revamping work, Daphne fed the
screenshots of the old design to the tool and received a collection
of synthesized design examples that resemble either the structure
or the details of the original design but each had unique aspects
that Daphne found interesting. She was able to create an initial re-
vamped design mockup by combining several elements and aspects
from the synthesized images. Daphne found that GANSpiration
can effectively support communicating design ideas too. During a
co-design session with two power users of their product, Daphne
received a suggestion of changing the presentation of a list of items
on the mockup. Examining the GANSpiration output of the mockup,
Daphne got the idea of either adding an icon to each list item (i.e.,
a detailed change) or changing the list into a wall of cards (i.d., a
structural change). Daphne picked a few examples synthesized by
the tool to show to the users to illustrate her ideas and eventually
settled on the wall-of-cards concept. Overall, Daphne was glad that
she could easily obtain a collection of design examples in various
occasions that were not only diverse enough to allow her to explore
different design ideas but also relevant to her work at hand.

5 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We conducted an experiment that focused on evaluating the gen-
erative methods against two other techniques that suggest design
examples (i.e., random suggestion and similarity-based suggestion).
The evaluation is based on the usage scenario we described above.
The random suggestion baseline resembles the serendipity-based
inspirational process that relies on exploration and encountering,
while the similarity baseline reflects the similarity-based design ex-
ample retrieval approach. While we used two quantitative metrics
(i.e., similarity and diversity) for measuring the ability of inspiration
support of the system outputs, we also focus on discussing our ob-
servations and insights on how the outputs might have contributed
to the metrics.

5.1 Data sampling
To sample a diverse set of UI screenshots as inputs to GANSpira-
tion, we divided the Rico dataset according to the number of unique
component types on the UIs. We considered the number of unique
component types as an indicator of the complexity of the UI, thus
the complexity of the design task. Our dataset contained UI screen-
shots that contain 3 to 11 unique component types, resulting in
nine unique groups (see Figure 3). We randomly selected three UI
screenshots from each group, resulting in 27 screenshots as inputs
in the evaluation scenario; these images are shown in Figure 4. This

strategy ensures the coverage of different levels of complexity in
the UI inputs, thus the coverage of the complexity of the design
task.

5.2 Quantitative metrics
We derived two metrics to measure the ability of inspiration sup-
port of a set of UI images. These metrics are inspired by previous
work about inspiration in design [15, 23] and collectively focused
on both targeted and serendipitous inspiration. Both metrics rely
on a measure of distance between images, particularly a measure
based on a perceptual distance model aimed to approximate human
visual perception; this measure is the same as the one used in the
clustering task in the representative examples selection component
of GANSpiration (see section 3.3).

In the following equations, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝐴, 𝐵) denotes the perceptual
distance between images 𝐴 and 𝐵, ranging from 0 to 1 inclusively,
calculated using Zhang et al.’s technique [36]; 𝐸 (𝐷)

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑛)

denotes the 𝑖th output example image for an input design 𝐷 ; and
𝑂 (𝐷) = {𝐸 (𝐷)

1 , 𝐸
(𝐷)
2 , ...𝐸

(𝐷)
𝑛 } denotes the set of output images for

an input 𝐷 . The two metrics we used are:
• Similarity of the suggested examples to the input design.
This metric is double-sided. A sufficient similarity may in-
dicate the relevance of the suggested examples, which is
important to provide targeted inspiration. However, a high
similarity indicates the potential of design fixation. We use
the mean similarity (i.e., the complement of the perceptual
distance) between the output images and the input image to
evaluate the overall similarity of the output examples to an
input design:

𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑂 (𝐷) ) = 1 − 1

𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝐷, 𝐸 (𝐷)
𝑖

)

• Diversity of the suggested examples indicates how varied
the outputs are, given an input design. It plays an important
role in preventing fixation. We use the mean of pairwise
distances among all output examples of an input design to
evaluate the diversity of the output set:

𝐷𝑖𝑣 (𝑂 (𝐷) ) = 1

𝑛(𝑛 − 1)/2

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝐸 (𝐷)
𝑖

, 𝐸
(𝐷)
𝑗

)

5.3 Experimental design
In the experiment, we considered the following conditions for sug-
gesting a set of images for inspiration. Particularly, conditions 1,
2, 3, and 4 are four variants of the GANSpiration method. Figure 5
summarizes these conditions.

Condition 1. In this condition, we used the trained StyleGAN
model to merge the input image with five random latent codes,
each generated a set of examples according to the GANSpiration
architecture (see Section 3). We then directly used these examples
as the output.

Condition 2. This condition is similar to Condition 1; however,
instead of using five random latent codes, we randomly selected
five images from the prepossessed dataset and obtained their latent
codes for style merging. The examples generated were then used as
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Figure 4: Sample of UI screenshots used in the evaluation study, ordered by the number of unique component types.
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Figure 5: The six experimental conditions. The condition outputs were then used to calculate the metrics and in the user
studies.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the similarity and diversitymetrics
on the experimental conditions.

the output. Conditions 1 and 2 are created to evaluate two different
variants for using directly generated images for inspiration.

Condition 3. In this condition, we first obtained the output of
Condition 1. Then for each generated output image, we searched
for the most similar image, using the perceptual distance described
in section 5.2, from a dataset of real UI screenshots. Because of
the computational cost of this search, we used a smaller dataset
created by Huang et al. [18] as the search space; it contained 2201
high-quality UI screenshots sampled from the Rico dataset. Real
UI screenshots obtained from this search were then used as the
output.

Condition 4. This condition is similar to Condition 3 except
that the initial generated images for search were obtained from
Condition 2 instead of Condition 1. Conditions 3 and 4 are created
to examine the effects of how realistic the design examples are on
inspiration.

Condition 5. In this condition, we randomly selected 25 images
from the prepossessed dataset as the output.

Condition 6. In this condition, we performed a search on a
subset of Rico dataset created by Huang et al. [18] to obtain the
most similar images to the input image, based on the perceptual
distance described in section 5.2. The top 25 similar images were
used as the output.

5.4 Results
Among all the sampled inputs, both Condition 1 and Condition
2 have resulted in an average of 19 output images (𝑆𝐷 = 7.2 and
5.15, respectively). A comparison of samples of five outputs from
each experimental condition for one input image is shown in Fig-
ure 7. Figure 6 shows the distributions of the similarity and diver-
sity metrics on the six conditions. Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated
statistically significant differences among the experimental condi-
tions with respect to both metrics (𝑝 < 0.001). We then conducted
posthoc pairwise analyses using the Mann-Whitney U test with

Bonferroni correction to identify the conditions that contributed to
the difference; Bonferroni correction was used to address multiple
comparisons. The posthoc analyses revealed the following results.

• The GANSpiration-based methods (Conditions 1, 2, 3, and
4) have resulted in significantly lower similarity (𝑝 < 0.001)
than Condition 6 (i.e., search-based approach). Conditions 3
and 4 (i.e., generation + search) also resulted in significantly
higher similarity (𝑝 < 0.05), thus relevance, than random
examples (Condition 5).

• While the GANSpiration-based methods (Conditions 1, 2,
3, and 4) have resulted in significantly lower diversity (𝑝 <

0.001) than Condition 5 (i.e., random examples), they have
also achieved significantly higher diversity (𝑝 < 0.01) than
similarity-based approach (Condition 6).

To understand how the complexity of the input UI design can
influence the similarity and diversity metrics of the six experiment
conditions, we separated the 27 sampled inputs into three groups:
(1) Low complexity inputs contain less than six unique component
types. In our sample, they often represent login screens, setting
menu screens, or screens that communicate a single piece of in-
formation (see Figure 4). (2) Medium complexity inputs contain
between six to eight unique component types. In our sample, they
often represent screens that contain heterogeneous information
(usually presented in lists or cards) or screens that provides multi-
ple options to users. (3) High complexity inputs contain more than
eight unique component types. In our sample, they often represent
screens that contain complex interaction mechanisms, including
tabs, multiple options on list items, maps or complex forms. Figure 8
presents the distributions of the similarity and diversity metrics in
each input complexity group. Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated statis-
tically significant differences among the experimental conditions
with respect to both metrics in all three groups (𝑝 < 0.05). Table 1
and Table 2 present the posthoc analysis results based on pairwise
Mann-Whitney U tests with Bonferroni correction. Results indi-
cated that certain GANSpiration-based approaches (particularly
Conditions 1 and 2) achieved a significantly lower similarity than
Condition 6 (i.e., search-based approach) for low and high complex-
ity inputs, but not in medium complexity inputs. Additionally, for
high complexity inputs, the GANSpiration-based approaches can
achieve a similar level of diversity to random suggestions (Con-
dition 5), and significantly higher diversity than the search-based
suggestions (Condition 6).

We manually inspected the outputs of the approaches used in the
six experimental conditions to identify their risks and potential to
support design inspiration. We found the following themes through
our inspection.

• Conditions 1 and 2 (i.e., generation-only): Examples gener-
ated in these two conditions resembled real UI screenshots,
but contained a lot of blurry and noisy components. How-
ever, some examples generated in these conditions contained
interesting variations and alternatives to the input UI. For
example, Figure 9a shows that the directly generated exam-
ples suggested alternatives on the color scheme, layout, and
item details.

• Conditions 3 and 4 (i.e., generation + search): Examples gen-
erated in these two conditions contained real images that
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Figure 7: Samples of five outputs fromeach experimental condition for the input image. Samples fromCondition 3 arematched
with those from Condition 1, and samples from Condition 4 are matched with those from Condition 2.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the similarity and diversity metrics on the experimental conditions, analyzed by input complexity.
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Table 1: Differences of medians (row minus column) on the similarity metric among the six conditions, by input complexity.

(a) Low complexity inputs

C.2 C.3 C.4 C.5 C.6

Cond.1 -0.03 -0.03 -0.07 0.03 *-0.14
Cond.2 -0.00 -0.04 0.05 *-0.12
Cond.3 -0.04 0.06 *-0.11
Cond.4 0.09 -0.08
Cond.5 **-0.17

(b) Medium complexity inputs

C.2 C.3 C.4 C.5 C.6

Cond.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 -0.09
Cond.2 0.00 -0.01 0.06 -0.09
Cond.3 -0.01 0.06 -0.09
Cond.4 0.07 -0.08
Cond.5 *-0.15

(c) High complexity inputs

C.2 C.3 C.4 C.5 C.6

Cond.1 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01 0.02 **-0.13
Cond.2 -0.02 0.01 0.05 **-0.11
Cond.3 -0.04 0.07 -0.09
Cond.4 0.03 -0.12
Cond.5 **-0.16

Using pairwise Mann-Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction: * 𝑝 < 0.05, ** 𝑝 < 0.01

Table 2: Differences of medians (row minus column) on the diversity metric among the six conditions, by input complexity.

(a) Low complexity inputs

C.2 C.3 C.4 C.5 C.6

Cond.1 0.02 0.09 0.10 **-0.09 **0.14
Cond.2 0.07 0.08 **-0.11 *0.12
Cond.3 0.01 **-0.18 0.05
Cond.4 **-0.19 0.04
Cond.5 **0.23

(b) Medium complexity inputs

C.2 C.3 C.4 C.5 C.6

Cond.1 0.01 0.04 0.06 **-0.06 0.15
Cond.2 0.04 0.05 **-0.06 0.14
Cond.3 0.01 *-0.10 0.11
Cond.4 **-0.11 0.09
Cond.5 **0.20

(c) High complexity inputs

C.2 C.3 C.4 C.5 C.6

Cond.1 0.00 0.04 0.00 -0.07 *0.18
Cond.2 0.04 0.00 -0.07 *0.18
Cond.3 -0.04 -0.11 0.14
Cond.4 *-0.07 0.18
Cond.5 **0.25

Using pairwise Mann-Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction: * 𝑝 < 0.05, ** 𝑝 < 0.01
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(c) Search results sometimes do not reflect the intention
of the style-based generation results.

Figure 9: Examples demonstrating insights gained from manual inspection of outputs of GANSpiration-based approaches.
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addressed the noise issues in Conditions 1 and 2. Some of
the returned examples also contained interesting variations
to the input image (see Figure 9b). However, some of the
searched images do not reflect directly the intention of the
originally generated images. For example, in Figure 9c, the
generated example seems to suggest a different color scheme
and a layout change, but the search resulted in somewhat
irrelevant screens.

• Condition 6 (i.e., search-based approach): The outputs of this
condition commonly contained visually similar UI screen-
shots with the input, both in terms of color and layout (see
Figure 7, Condition 6).

6 USER EVALUATION
To understand the potential of the GANSpiration-based techniques
from the perspective of professional UI/UX practitioners, we con-
ducted a user study focusing on the practitioners’ opinions on how
well the results of GANSpiration may help in their design practice.

6.1 Methods
The user studies were conducted in June and July 2021. In this
section, we describe our participants, the procedure of the study
sessions, the materials used, and the analysis methods. The user
study protocol is approved by the ethics committee at our institu-
tions.

Participants. We conducted the user study with five UI/UX pro-
fessionals. The participants had varying levels of experience, rang-
ing from one to ten years as either UX researcher or UI/UX designer.
They worked in different types of organizations, including two free-
lancers, one in a small start-up company, one in a more established
medium-sized company, and one in a large multinational company.
Table 3 summarizes the participants’ characteristics.

Procedure and material. The user studies were conducted online
via the Zoom platform. Each participation took about one hour to
complete. Each study session began with a short interview in which
the participants were asked about their professional background
and their experience of using design examples. We then presented
one input UI screenshot from the sample used in the quantitative
evaluation (the one that is shown in Figure 7) to the participants.
We told the participants to consider a scenario in which they want
to get inspiration from examples to modify the design of this UI.
This UI screenshot contained 11 different types of components,
representing a complicated design task. After the participants fa-
miliarized themselves with this UI screenshot, we then presented
the corresponding output images from all six conditions as the
design examples, one after another; a sample of these materials was
shown in Figure 7. The participants were asked to examine each
set of the design examples and to provide feedback on (1) their rel-
evance to the design task, (2) the diversity of the design examples,
(3) the effectiveness of the design examples for inspiration, and
(4) general positive and negative perceptions of the examples. The
order of these six conditions was randomized among the partici-
pants to mitigate the order effects; the participants were also not
aware of the conditions in which the examples were obtained when
examining the examples. After the participants examined all six

conditions, we described the GANSpiration techniques and asked
the participants about their general perception of the generated
design examples.

Analysis. Two researchers watched recordings of all the study
sessions and took detailed notes regarding the participants’ com-
ments and reactions. We then conducted an inductive thematic
analysis [33] on the combined notes. Particularly, two researchers
first independently conducted open coding to consolidate different
aspects discussed by the participants. Then we held three two-hour
meetings to discuss our observations and extract common themes
from our codes. During this analysis, we focused on identifying
the positive and negative aspects that the participants mentioned
about the design examples resulting from the four categories of the
experimental conditions: direct style-based generation of UI images
(Conditions 1 and 2), style-based generation then search of real UI
examples (Conditions 3 and 4), random selection (Condition 5), and
similarity-based search (Condition 6).

6.2 Results
All of the participants indicated that they frequently looked for
examples in their design projects. A common reason that the partici-
pants search and examine examples was to learn from the examples
and borrow elements from them. For example, P3 mentioned “Ev-
ery single time when I need to design an interface, I will go to all
these different reference websites. I always start from there to see
what a possible solution is out there. Because it saves my time not
to reinvent the wheel.” P2 talked about the granularity in which
the design examples may help, saying “Even for a specific project,
every part of the project, I need to assess what exists right now and
what I can learn from what is already existing.” P4 also emphasized
the importance of examples by mentioning the efforts she often
spends on it, saying “Every project I have to search for examples
for inspiration. I will spend lots of time on it.”

6.2.1 Perceptions on the directly generated examples (Conditions 1
and 2). The negative aspects of these generated examples men-
tioned by the participants were most concerned with the quality
of the images and the noises included in the UI. For example, P3
mentioned: “It looks a bit strange to me because all the UI elements
are not real UI elements. They just mimic the shapes. It doesn’t
provide a lot of realistic details for me to get a record for my design.”
P5 also declared, “If there is not any noise in the images, it is a good
idea to have this technique.”

Participants also discussed the potential of the generated exam-
ples. Particularly, these generated images provided enough abstrac-
tion and omitted unnecessary details to convey the design concept
while eliciting creativity; this is similar to the effect of using low-
fidelity prototypes such as sketches and wireframes. For example,
P2 mentioned: “The idea is pretty close to what I am looking for,
overall, conceptually... Since they are all pretty abstract, they are
already helping me more, so that I can see the shapes and stuff ...
to think out of the box.” Additionally, the collections of generated
images were perceived as a gateway to gather ideas of a wider range
of design styles, presented in the context of the designer’s work.
For example, P3 said: “If it can generate a lot of good information
online that we don’t have time to look for, and it manages to make
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Table 3: Characteristics of participants in the user study

ID Job title Organization
description

Years of
experience

Projects
contributed to

P1 UX researcher Freelancer 1 year 1 project

P2 UI/UX designer A small-sized company developing software solutions
that allow the creation of printable personalized products 8 years >10 projects

P3 UI designer A medium-sized company developing a cloud-based
computer-aided design (CAD) software 3 years 10 projects

P4 UI designer Freelancer 10 years >10 projects

P5 UX researcher A large multinational company developing business
management software 2 years 2 projects

a merge of all the relevant interface, I can use it as a reference to
see the trend on color palette and layouts.”

6.2.2 Perceptions on the examples created from generation and then
search (Conditions 3 and 4). All but one of the participants agreed
the examples can be effective for inspiration. Echoing our quanti-
tative results, participants appreciated that the examples are both
diverse and relevant. For instance, P1 mentioned: “It is diverse, we
have different designs... They are also relevant since I can see some
of the same patterns..” Focusing on the diversity of the examples
on the level of both the overall UI structure and the specific com-
ponents, P5 said, “These are effective for inspiration as example
images. Since they include both text and big image and different
kinds of components inside.” Participants also noticed some of the
components in the images could be inspiring; those components
are not in the original input image but are relevant to the design
task. P4 mentioned, “Image number 14 at the top right there is an
alert icon which I can use in my design and Number 3 also has a
search icon.” P3 also stated, “There are some images which have
tabs, which I can use as references for the tab of the main image,
and also the toggle switch, radio buttons, ...”

The participant (P2) who thought the examples are not effective
for inspiration was mainly concerned that the overall design style
of the output examples is homogeneous and a bit outdated. She
mentioned: “It is all the same [Google] Material Design style and
nothing exciting – it is very similar to what I would work on already
[in the input image].” This comment pointed out the limitations
of using UI screenshots from the same platform for inspiration.
Some participants also voiced other concerns related to the current
GANSpiration-based techniques. For example, P3 mentioned that
she wished to have the examples contain more UI screenshots from
the same page type and the same application domain: “I did not
find any image that included extended forms or any transportation
apps.” P1 and P4 also would like to see more recent and modern
designs in the examples; this comment, along with P2’s concerns,
highlighted the important role of the dataset used for generating
the examples and searching for existing designs.

6.2.3 Perceptions on the randomly selected examples (Condition 5).
All participants were impressed by the obvious diversity of the
examples. For instance, P2 stated, “I like that the color schemes
are getting different. It has different layouts from different stuff.”
However, they also noticed the randomness of the examples. P3
said, “There are a lot of things that are not relevant here. Some of

the examples are definitely noises.” P2 also said, “I do think that
those layouts, that are different, are not related to the design I am
looking for.”

6.2.4 Perceptions on the examples selected from similarity-based
search (Condition 6). All participants agreed that the examples are
similar to the source image, but not diverse enough for inspiration.
P3 said, “The first thing that I noticed is the similar color palette
and elements.” P2 also said, “All of them are lists and have the same
colors, not very helpful but relevant.” P4 also mentioned, “Although
the information is clear and easy to use, [the examples are] too
boring.”

Overall, the participants considered the GANSpiration-based
approaches, particularly the ones that output full-fledged UI screen-
shots (i.e., conditions 3 and 4), as viable ways to gain inspiration in
their practical design workflows. Participants mentioned that the
output examples from these approaches can help them widen their
perspective and obtain immediate access to relevant and diverse
inspirational sources. For example, P1 indicated “This tool would
help in the competitive analysis part. If it has more trendy images it
could be really helpful.” Some participants also commented on the
ability of our approaches in helping the designers think differently
and unconventionally. For example, P2 stated that “I could use this
technique... to think out of the box.”

7 DISCUSSION
In both the quantitative evaluation and the qualitative user study,
we found that GANSpiration-based approaches are able to generate
design examples that are both diverse and relevant to the screen-
shot of the input design. The quantitative results indicated that our
approach can generatemore relevant examples than random sugges-
tion, while providing more diverse examples than similarity-based
suggestion. In the user study, our participants commented on the
balance between diversity and relevancy as a desirable attribute. Par-
ticipants generally preferred the GANSpiration-based approaches,
particularly the ones that suggests full-fledged UI screenshots based
on the generated examples, over random examples and similarity-
based examples. The user evaluation also indicated that our ap-
proach is able to help designers broaden their horizons and get
inspired. While the user study focused on an in-depth examination
of one input image (representing a complicated design task), the
quantitative evaluation covered a wider range of design complex-
ity and indicated that our approach may work particularly well
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for low complexity and high complexity inputs. Overall, these re-
sults demonstrated that GANSpiration can help achieve an intricate
balance between design drift and design fixation when providing
examples for inspiration in the challenging context of user inter-
face design. In the rest of this section, we discuss the implications
of our study results for designing tools that leverage generative
techniques such as GANSpiration for design inspiration.

7.1 Style-based image generation provides
inspiration at different granularity levels

Our user study results indicated that the style-based generation
technique adopted by GANSpiration is able to provide design in-
spiration on three levels: (1) the coarse level that provides ideas
for layout or structural changes, (2) the middle level that suggests
component design alternatives, and (3) the fine level that proposes
different aesthetics such as color schemes. This is made possible by
the ability of StyleGAN to alter the input image based on different
granularity levels (i.e., different spatial resolutions) of the target
‘style images’. The three aspects of inspiration were all appreciated
by the participants during the user study. The tool design that lever-
ages GANSpiration-based approaches can explicitly incorporate
these levels of design inspiration. Particularly, a design inspiration
tool can indicate and explain the intention of the suggested ex-
amples by checking the granularity level of the style image used
for style merge. Based on this information, a descriptive label of
inspiration granularity can be assigned to each example. This way,
if the designers have a particular concern when searching for in-
spiration (e.g., need to find a different layout but using the same
color scheme), they would be able to better focus on such examples.
Additionally, it is also possible to give the designers control over
the granularity level of style merge.

7.2 The visual quality of the generated image is
an important factor for inspiration

Our results revealed that the participants preferred full-fledged UI
screenshots over directly generated images that typically include
noises, although the direct generation and the generation-then-
search conditions achieved the same level in the diversity and
relevance metrics. While some participants were impressed that the
directly generated images look like a UI, our results indicated that
the visual quality of the generated images does affect how well the
designers perceive the examples. In this study, we retrieved themost
visually similar UI screenshots to the directly generated images to
address this issue. However, our manual inspection revealed that
the search results based on the generated images do not always
match the intention of the directly generated results. To further
resolve these issues, techniques for identifying components on
generated images could be investigated. With such techniques, the
quality of the individual components can be improved to make
the generated images look more similar to real ones. Further, if
components were identified, the directly generated images can be
converted to wireframes in order to provide layout or structural
suggestions. Color schemes of the components can also be matched
to the input image to provide direct alternatives.

7.3 A diverse and relevant training dataset
would help generate more insightful
examples

Our study relies on the Rico dataset, which is created in 2017. Some
of our participants voiced that the examples retrieved do not re-
flect the most recent design trends, thus limit the inspirational
power of the examples. This result indicates that the dataset used
for training the generative model, as well as the dataset used for
retrieving real UI screenshots, are important factors to consider.
Potential solutions to this problem include using only the newest
apps in the dataset and collecting datasets from the most recent
design sharing platforms (e.g., dribbble.com). Additionally, using a
merged dataset including UI screenshots from different platforms
(e.g., Android, iOS, desktop app, web app, etc.) with different design
frameworks/systems [29] would help avoid platform or framework-
specific design stereotypes.

7.4 Combine generative models with other
techniques

In our experimental design, conditions 3 and 4 (i.e., generation
+ search) are our first attempts to combine the pure generative
approach with other techniques to provide examples for effective
inspiration. These attempts can be further enriched and expanded.
Particularly, our participants seemed to desire examples from the
same application domain (e.g., route planning) and/or focusing on
the same type of page (e.g., configuration page) as the input UI page.
Thus, it could be useful to perform the style-merging generation
using the style images from the same application domain and/or
page type as the input image. Moreover, combining the generative
technique with textual thematic specifications that describe char-
acteristics of the desired examples (e.g., the ones similar to [27])
would give designers more control over the returned examples and
support a more effective inspiration. Finally, techniques that can
highlight interesting areas in the examples related to the suggested
alternatives to the input image would also facilitate a more efficient
exploration for serendipitous and targeted inspiration.

8 THREATS TO VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS
As mentioned before, the dataset we used in this study (i.e., the
Rico dataset) is published about five years ago and only included
screenshots of Android applications. Although it is a large dataset
that is frequently used in studies involving UI design artifacts,
we do not know the inspirational power of GANSpiration-based
approaches if a newer dataset or a dataset on another platform
was used. We recognize that building a large-scale UI dataset is a
non-trivial task. Even with the old dataset, our study demonstrated
the potential of GANSpiration in supporting both serendipitous
and targeted inspirations.

Moreover, our approach treated user interface design as static
images. We acknowledge that the design artifacts can be presented
in many other formats (e.g., a tree of UI components [34]) and may
include other information such as animations and page transitions.
We chose to focus on static images because they are one of the most
frequent types of inspirational sources currently used by the de-
signers, supported by tools such as design galleries (e.g., Dribbble).
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Future work may investigate how similar approaches can be devel-
oped to incorporate more structured and richer representations of
user interface design artifacts.

Additionally, our user study only included five participants.
Moreover, while the evaluation was based on a realistic scenario,
it only included one input UI and may not be able to incorporate
all the real-world inspirational challenges related to UI design. The
small sample size is partially due to the challenges we experienced
in recruiting participants during the pandemic. However, our par-
ticipants were all professional practitioners and represented diverse
UI/UX-related expertise. With their professional experiences, they
also reflected on their practice when examining the examples dur-
ing the user study, providing a real-world perspective.

Finally, we acknowledge that UI/UX design involves complex
workflows, diverse tasks, and various considerations. We do not
claim that our work can possibly address all these aspects. Instead,
we targeted the particularly challenging problem of design inspira-
tion and demonstrated the potential of a creativity support approach
for this context that leverages a style-based generative machine
learning technique. We encourage future work to investigate the
applicability of this line of techniques in other tasks and aspects of
UI/UX design.

9 CONCLUSION
Our proposed GANSpiration-based approaches aim to provide con-
crete creativity support by balancing both targeted and serendip-
itous inspiration in user interface design. The evaluation studies
highlighted the capacity of GANSpiration in generating examples
that are both relevant to the designers’ work at hand and diverse
for avoiding design fixation. Professional UI/UX practitioners ap-
preciated such techniques as viable support in their day-to-day
design practice. Our results also revealed possible improvements
and design implications when such a generative technique is used
for supporting design inspiration. Overall, our work demonstrates
the potential of applying style-based generative machine learning
techniques in the challenging context of design inspiration and
creativity support. It opens a new direction and paves the road for
future efforts in using advanced intelligent technology for support-
ing the creative, but at the same time constraint, design practice.
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